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ABSTRACT
Light control through elastic waves is a well established and mature technology. The underlying mechanism is
the scattering of light due to the dynamic modulation of the refractive index and the material interfaces caused
by an elastic wave, the so-called acousto-optic interaction. This interaction can be enhanced in appropriately
designed structures that simultaneously localize light and elastic waves in the same region of space and operate
as dual optical-elastic cavities, often called phoxonic or optomechanical cavities. Typical examples of phoxonic
cavities are multilayer ﬁlms with a dielectric sandwiched between two Bragg mirrors or, in general, defects in
macroscopically periodic structures that exhibit dual band gaps for light and elastic waves. In the present work
we consider dielectric particles as phoxonic cavities and study the inﬂuence of elastic eigenmode vibrations on the
optical Mie resonances. An important issue is the excitation of elastic waves in such submicron particles and, in
this respect, we analyze the excitation of high-frequency vibrations following thermal expansion induced by the
absorption of a femtosecond laser pulse. For spherical particles, homogeneous thermalization leads to excitation
of the particle breathing modes. We report a thorough study of the acousto-optic interaction, correct to all
orders in the acousto-optic coupling parameter, by means of rigorous full electrodynamic and elastodynamic
calculations, in both time and frequency domains. Our results show that, under double elastic-optical resonance
conditions, strong acousto-optic interaction takes place and results in large dynamical shifts of the high-Q optical
Mie resonances, manifested through multiphonon exchange mechanisms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The synergy of light and sound waves in nanostructures opens new perspectives for novel functionalities in
optical circuits and might enable the development of new concepts where phonons are used in storage and
transmission of information in submicron devices.1 Recently there has also been intensive research on the so-
called optomechanical interaction in cavities2 where mechanical motion is coupled to strongly localized light
in a photonic cavity due to the radiation pressure. The light-sound coupling due to the acousto-optic (AO)
interaction can be in principle enhanced if we achieve co-localization of elastic and optical energy. Cavities that
simultaneously localize light and sound are sometimes termed phoxonic cavities and there exist few proposals
for their realization in one dimensional (1D) multilayers3, 4 as well as photonic crystal slabs.5–7 Photonic micro-
electromechanical systems vibrating at tens of GHz have been recently reported,8, 9 while mechanical whispering
gallery modes (WGM) were excited through optical WGM in 100 μm silica spheres. The excitation was achieved
by stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) where a pump signal triggered the mechanical vibration through a
self-consistent process in which the two optical modes beat and, via the electrostrictive eﬀect, apply stress to
the material which drives the mechanical mode.9 Apart from silica, chalcogenide glasses are also investigated
as candidates for photonic devices due to their large refractive index, low absorption, large nonlinear refractive
index and high AO coeﬃcient. High-Q As2Se3 microspheres were recently fabricated and their potential for
high Q micoresonators was studied.10 Similarly, Brillouin lasing in a CaF2 WGM resonator has been reported
11
using SBS which can be manipulated (suppressed or enhanced) by modifying the modal structure of the optical
resonator. Simultaneous localization of light and sound can enhance the nonlinear eﬀects and reduce the optical
power required to trigger them. For smaller, nm-sized particles, ultrafast acoustic methods also exploit the
AO interaction to study elastic wave propagation in nanostructures, which is monitored through changes in
the optical transmission or refrection.12–16 Alternative to pump-probe ultrafast acoustic methods, Brillouin or
Raman inelastic light scattering (ILS) is also used to study the elastic response of nanoparticles.17 Here we will
study AO interaction eﬀects in micron-sized dielectric spherical particles.
2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Simultaneous localization of light and sound can be achieved by defects in periodic structures. This direction
was pursuited in recent studies of 1D multilayers and photonic crystal slabs.4, 5 Light localization is possible
also in single dielectric particles. It becomes more eﬃcient for high-refractive-index materials and is manifested
through the presence of the characteristic Mie resonances in the scattering cross section spectrum. Moreover,
for an isolated particle in air, due to the large elastic impedance mismatch, the elastic eigenmodes have little
coupling to air. For micron-sized particles we expect elastic vibrational eigenmodes with frequencies in the GHz
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range and it is important to note that the elastic response depends on the nature of excitation. The picosecond
ultrasonics technique uses femtosecond laser pulses to generate elastic waves due to thermal expansion. We will
consider an isotropic elastic excitation of a spherical particle, which means that we limit our discussion to radially
symmetric elastic eigenmodes of the particle. Such an isotropic excitation can be achieved by thermal expansion
following a femtosecond laser pulse that heats up the particle and triggers radial mechanical vibrations. The
radially symmetric displacement ﬁeld U(r, t) = U(r, t)rˆ is given by
1
c2l
∂2U(r, t)
∂t2
=
∂2U(r, t)
∂r2
+
2
r
∂U(r, t)
∂r
− 2U(r, t)
r2
. (1)
For a time harmonic solution of Eq. (1)
U(r, t) = [u(r) exp(−iΩt)], (2)
the time independent equation satisﬁed by u(r) is, for a free particle, a Sturm-Liouville problem, with appropriate
boundary condidions,18 and the corresponding eigenfunctions are: un(r) = j1(Ωnr/cl), n = 0, 1, ... where j1(x) is
the spherical Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind and order one. The eigenfunctions associated to eigenfrequencies Ωn
form an orthonormal basis set of acoustic breathing modes, which can be used to expand any radial displacement
ﬁeld. Dissipative and radiative losses can be included by assuming frequency-dependent complex longitudinal
cl(1 − iαf) and transverse ct(1− iαf) sound velocities with f = Ω/2π and a typical value for α = 10−4GHz−1.
For a spherical particle, the ﬁeld is expanded into spherical waves.19 An incident plane wave is expanded
in this basis with appropriate coeﬃcients a0Plm, where P = E,H denote electric or magnetic polarization and
lm are angular momentum indices. The ﬁeld around the particle is a sum of the incoming plane wave plus the
scattered ﬁeld, which can also be expanded into spherical waves with coeﬃcients a+Plm. The latter are obtained
by a+Plm = TPla
0
Plm, where the scattering T-matrix is numerically calculated through a recursive method for
spherical multishell particles.20 When the AO interaction is present, the refractive index varies slowly compared
to the period of the electromagnetic wave. Therefore the coeﬃcients a+Plm oscillate also periodically with the
angular frequency of the elastic wave and can be expanded into a Fourier series:
a+Plm(t) =
∑
n=0,±1,±2,...
a˜+Plm(n) exp(−inΩ0t). (3)
The optical scattering cross section of the particle is deﬁned through the expansion coeﬃcients of the scattered
ﬁeld a+Plm in a spherical wave expansion
σsc(t) =
1
q2|E20 |
∑
Plm
|a+Plm(t)|2, (4)
where q is the wavenumber and E0 the amplitude of the incident plane wave. We are interested in the time varia-
tion of the optical scattering cross section during the elastic vibration launched due to heating by a femtosecond
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Figure 1. Upper diagram: Optical scattering cross section of a As2Se3 particle with radius R =500 nm. The insets show
the variation of two Mie resonances (TE7,TM4) upon excitation of the fundamental elastic breathing mode of the particle
in a frequency window of 5 nm. The snapshots are chosen to show the maximum variation corresponding to an initial
displacement level u0 = 0.1nm. Lower diagrams: Partial cross sections associated with the scattered field [see Eq. (4),(6)]
for the two Mie resonances: TE7 (left) and TM4 (right).
laser pulse. The elastic excitation causes a variation of the scattering spectra, because of the modiﬁcation of the
particle radius as well as the modulation of the refractive index which depends on the AO coeﬃcient. Assuming
an isotropic AO coeﬃcient p¯ and radially symmetric elastic excitation, the change in the refractive index is
radially symmetric, depending on the elastic strain:
Δnr(r, t) = −1
2
n3rp¯
[
∂U(r, t)
∂r
+ 2
U(r, t)
r
]
(5)
where nr the refractive index of the unperturbed particle.
For an amorphous As2Se3 particle of radius R=500 nm radius, with density ρ = 3.08gr/cm
3 and longitudinal
and transverse sound velocities cl =2685 m/s and ct =1436 m/s, the ﬁrst two breathing eigenmodes are at
f0 = 2.282 GHz and f1 = 5.206 GHz with corresponding lifetimes τ0=273 ns and τ1=58 ns. The fundamental
breathing mode is predominantly excited following a homogeneous thermal expansion of the particle. Moreover,
the lifetime of this mode is much longer than of higher order modes, so we can assume that we excite only the
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fundamental breathing mode and neglect losses. In this case a particle periodically vibrates with the frequency
f0. The optical response of the glass particle, calculated using the experimental refractive index,
21 in the near
infrared exhibits a series of Mie resonances, which are transverse magnetic (TM) or transverse electric (TE),
as shown in Fig. 1. The temporal variation of the optical spectra was calculated by taking snapshots of the
vibrating particle and dividing the As2Se3 particle in a large number of subshells assuming a constant refractive
index in each subshell calculated through Eq. (5) with p¯ = 0.25. In practice, 40 subshells are suﬃcient to obtain
convergence. The maximum displacement of the optical spectra is proportional to the intensity of the elastic
ﬁeld in the particle. This is clear also from the comparison of the spectral shifts for the high-Q (TE7) and the
low-Q (TM4) resonanses shown in the insets of Fig. 1. However the strength of the AO interaction depends on
the degree of localization of both optical and elastic ﬁelds as well as the overlap of their modal shapes. Apart
from the temporal variation of the spectra we can calculate the ILS spectrum by averaging the scattering cross
section over a period of the acoustic wave. Using Eq. (3) we can decompose the scattering cross section in
Fourier components:
〈σsc〉 = f
q2|E0|2
∑
Plm
∫ 1/f
0
dt|a+Plm(t)|2 =
∑
n
1
q2|E0|2
∑
Plm
|a˜+Plm(n)|2 =
∑
n
σ(n)sc , (6)
where σ
(n)
sc is connected with the n-th order ILS process. The ILS spectrum for two characteristic Mie resonances,
which is connected to the Fourier components of the scattered ﬁeld, is shown in the lower part of Fig. 1. For the
high-Q Mie resonance (TE7), the Fourier spectrum has several components, indicating multiphonon absorption-
emission processes.4, 18 On the contrary for the broad, low-Q Mie resonance (TM4), only the ﬁrst-order Fourier
component appears, and single phonon processes dominate. This latter case is the usual behavior expected in
ILS experiments. It is important to note that the change in the optical spectra is due to the bulk AO eﬀect
which depends on the material AO coeﬃcient.
The fundamental breathing mode has the longest lifetime, however for shorter times additional modes are
also neaded to describe the particle vibration. The basic conclusions of our analysis hold even if we consider
the excitation of higher-order breathing modes. In that case the vibration of the particle is not periodic, and
the time dependence of the optical scattering cross section becomes complicated. The discrete Fourier transform
[Eq. (3)] has to be generalized but the conclusions for the temporal variation of the optical cross section and the
anaysis on the inﬂuence of the AO interaction strenght on the ILS spectra is still valid.18
3. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have studied the optical and elastic properties of amorphous As2S3 micron-sized spherical
particles under excitation of elastic waves generated by a femtosecond laser pulse. Strong AO interaction can be
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expected in the dielectric particle, which will be manifested by the occurrence of multiphonon exchange processes
and their signature in the ILS spectra.
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